
How the fascist
propaganda
exploits the

media?

Propaganda through radio
THE VOICE OF THE LEADER

Before WW II there was a radio in most of the houses.
Though it the people could hear the speaches of the

leader. Their voice was the most important part. They
have to speak clear and modulate it to reach the

audience. 

Propaganda through
newspaper

THE ONLY TRUTH

The fascist regimes used the newspaper to spread their
version of reality. How did they force them? They were

supporting the journalists who sided with them and
punishing the ones who didn't.  

Propaganda through
posters

SYMBOLS AND MYTHISATION OF THE PAST

During the time of the regime, on each corner you could
find a poster. Usually they depicted "the good old

days", a past from which they took their symbols.  Also
they were promising that they could restore those

times. 

Propaganda through
video

THE DEPICITION OF THE ENEMY IN 
 THE NEWSREELS

When cinema was the only location where you
could watch a film, each spectacle was

preceded by a newsreel. In those, the people
the regime disliked where depicted as criminals

or innocuous buffoons

Propaganda through art
THE VISUAL PRESENCE OF THE REGIME

The dictators were supporting some artists, who
were representing their regime through art:

paintings, architecture. Their pieces of art, designs
are regarded as beautiful till today (example: EUR

district in Rome), but we must not forget who
commisioned them and why they were created. 
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Neonazism 

in 

  football  

SYMBOLS USED ACROSS 

EUROPE IN FOOTBALL 

STADIUMS BY FANCLUBS

The swastika was the official

emblem of

National Socialist Party of

Germany (NSDAP)

and can be found on banners

and clothing in

a number of different
ways. 

The Celtic Cross is a

symbol used by

neo-Nazis worldwide

and denotes

“the supremacy of the

white race”.

The SS-Totenkopf skull was

a symbol of

special SS groups during

World War II

 and was later

used by groups such as

Combat 18, an

international neo-Nazi

terrorist organisation.

The Black Sun

represents a swastika

with

twelve arms or a

wheel made of twelve

Sig-runes.

The Arrow Cross symbol

derives from the

Hungarian fascist

political party known as

the Arrow Cross Party,

which was active during

1935-45. Since then,

various neo-Nazis and

white supremacists have

used the symbol

themselves,
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Why is violence successful?

Dehumanizing and
inspiring hate against
minorities and the
"different", classifying
them as the enemies.

DEMONIZATION
Using verbal and physical
violence against
minorities and the
"different", treating them
disrespectfully.

BULLYING

Suppressing individuality
and personality through
brainwashing with the aim
to create an uncritical
mass.

ALIENATIONIDOLIZATION
Bringing out and
divinizing a person or a
group, classifying them as
the leaders and follow
them unquestioningly.

HOW NAZI-
FASCIST
PROPAGANDA 
 WORKS

 

They work through

SYMBOLS
&

FAKE NEWS

 Hate
Discrimination 

Fear

Suppression
Persecution

Violence

Leader
Myth about past
Physical strength

Uniformity
Militirization

Justification of race
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